Applications, Business Process Services and Digital Technology Operation

CLOUD
SERVICES

Bringing Cognitive Intelligence to the Cloud

Organizations across industries look to accelerate their cloud journey. With greater awareness of the advantages that
cloud computing can provide in terms of innovation and efficiency, enterprises are transferring more IT operations to
the cloud.
With multiple and siloed lines of business, organizations look for a centralized approach to address the aspects of
cloud expertise, reusability, standardization, optimization and data security control in their journey of transformational
change. Additionally, they look for support in safeguarding their ROI against a dynamically evolving landscape.
Enterprises need an expert and adept partner to help them manage their cloud strategy and execution for
outcome-driven success.

Mphasis Cloud Services offer end-to-end and holistic consulting, transformation and
operations services for hybrid clouds. Purpose-built for speed and change, our cognitive
cloud management at enterprise scale leverages the strength and versatility of AWS’
computing power, database storage and content delivery.
End-to-end ‘Client-to-Cloud’ Managed Services
Our diverse portfolio of custom and hybrid cloud-based services delivers flexibility of choice that best suits our clients’
business requirements.
Cloud Consulting Services
Define strategy for enterprise-wide cloud adoption, architecture and security to ensure maximum business value.
Cloud Transformation Services
Efficiently streamline the execution of cloud strategy through:
• Design and build of cloud landing zone
• Workload disposition and wave planning
• Application migrations – Refactoring and re-engineering
• Application portfolio transformation
• Native cloud application development

Cloud Operations Services
Manages all cloud-enabled IT infrastructure (including security, data and applications) continuously under a single
window through the applications lifecycle.
CloudGenie - Unlocking the true value of the Cloud Infrastructure

»
End-to-end
cloud service
partner

Cloud SWAT
& competency

Automated
migration
toolset

Proprietary cloud management platform

»

»

Enabled with predictive analytics - reduces failure cases

» Self-healing capabilities – reduces downtime and costs
» Single pane view management of hybrid cloud assets
» Vendor-agnostic offerings
» Automated and accelerated provisioning of applications

Single pane
of glass view

»
»

»

Designed for speed, personalization and rapid innovation

Best-in-class cloud reporting and analytic framework

Automated portability for full lifecycle management of private and public clouds

Continuous transformation

A Continuous Journey of Business Benefits
Our Cloud services address our clients’ strategic aspirations and tactical needs. Key business benefits include:
• Single-pane view and management of all cloud assets
• Protection from platform obsolescence
• Standardized and reusable APIs for enhanced efficiency and productivity
• Strategic Portfolio Architecture – with built in software components to accelerate mission critical cloud native
application development
• High transparency with automation, monitoring and customized tools
• Accelerated time-to-market
• Flexibility and seamless scalability
• High security and compliance, minimum risk and vulnerability
• Multiple cloud deployment models
• Reduced cost of ownership, high RoI

Differentiated Excellence
Future-proofed innovator
As the only leading services provider who has partnered Plug
and Play Tech Center, the world’s largest startup accelerator,
we identify, nurture and play a significant role in shaping our
clients’ future with enterprise-ready disruptions.
Domain-based reusable native cloud applications
Our domain-based portfolio of reusable microservices enable
enterprises to rapidly build native cloud applications.
Cognitive Intelligence
Our automated infrastructure management with analytics,
self-healing and self-learning capabilities free your teams to
focus on strategic objectives.

Portfolio
53k+ Managed Servers across DC and
Private Cloud
25+
Cloud success stories
200+ Applications transformed
6+

Fortune 100 clients

Our People
50+

Certified/Trained Cloud Architects

450+ Trained/Certified Wintel
385+ Unix/Linux
450+ Trained & Certified DBA
300+ Various ISTM tools
120+ Highly skilled Storage Architects
350+ Cloud Native App Developers

About Mphasis
Mphasis applies next-generation technology to help enterprises transform businesses globally. Customer centricity is
foundational to Mphasis and is reflected in the Mphasis’ Front2Back™ Transformation approach. Front2Back™ uses the
2
exponential power of cloud and cognitive to provide hyper-personalized (C=X2C =1) digital experience to clients and their end
customers. Mphasis’ Service Transformation™ approach helps ‘shrink the core’ through the application of digital technologies
across legacy environments within an enterprise, enabling businesses to stay ahead in a changing world. Mphasis’ core
reference architectures and tools, speed and innovation with domain expertise and specialization are key to building strong
relationships with marquee clients.
TM
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